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Talk in 3 parts:
1. Current economic situation
2. Current Covid situation
3. Opportunities for restoring “WTO
Centrality” in world trade system
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Uneven recovery underway
Manufacturing and trade are back to
pre‐pandemic levels but services lag

Advanced Economies are recovering
faster to pre‐C19 growth rates
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Pandemic is still raging
Daily cases per 100k people
Vaccination rate VERY uneven
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Not over anywhere until it is
over everywhere
Mutation proportional to cases
(UK, South Africa, Manaus, India, etc)
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Opportunity for WTO Centrality
(some unasked for advice)
Think big!
Create momentum & restore centrality!
WTO has an opportunity to demonstrate
the central role that trade can play in
addressing the world’s most pressing
problems
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Issues to leverage
Covid is a trade problem (too)
Economic recovery needs trade recovery
Climate cooperation moving to centre
stage post C‐19
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WTO leadership & C‐19
Historic chance for WTO to be global
champion for saving lives
Trade will be critical to defeating it
globally
Start with a push to keep trade routes
open in medical goods and vaccines (see the
ideas in Evenett and Winters 2020 and Espita et al. 2020).
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Ngozi Okonjo‐Iweala, 31 Mar 2021
“One leading COVID‐19 vaccine includes 280
components sourced from 19 different countries,”
“Trade restrictions make it harder to ramp up
production.
“The WTO has helped keep trade flowing during
the crisis.
“Now, the international community must leverage
the power of trade to expand access to life‐saving
vaccines.”
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Other issues for momentum

Climate cooperation moving to centre
stage post C‐19
Multilateral cooperation on digital trade
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Thanks for listening
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